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This article takes the first steps towards building a theory to explain how students
interact with program visualizations when learning programming. First, we
present the findings of a previous study we conducted to investigate how students
voluntarily and regularly engaged with the program visualization tool VIP in a
three-month programming course. Then, we interpret the empirical results of the
study using Activity Theory. Finally, based on the interpretation, we propose two
research hypotheses about students‘ long-term engagement with VIP. These
hypotheses also set guidelines for future research on visualizations and teaching
with visualizations, but most importantly, they offer a sustainable basis for
further work on the theorization of students‘ interactions with visualizations.
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1 Introduction
Execution of computer programs can be visualized in a simple manner by drawings or
even using arts and crafts materials like reported in an experiment by Hundhausen
(2002). However, as programming teachers have the skills to automatize this procedure
a lot of effort has been put on technical development of software on this purpose. In the
past 30 years, many different visualization tools were developed to illustrate program
execution graphically with the purpose of aiding students to learn programming, e.g.
Jeliot 3 (Ben-Bassat Levy et al., 2003) and Ville (Rajala et al., 2007). Nowadays, these
tools represent an important field of research in Computer Science Education.
To date, the research on the educational effectiveness of program visualization
tools has been ―markedly mixed‖ as stated by Hundhausen et al. (2002). They also
report that visualizations are not used widely even in cases where their educational
effectiveness has been empirically proven. These problems have been addressed in
many ways: there are studies mapping the problems of using visualizations in teaching,
usability studies seeking to improve the quality of the visualizations, and studies on how
students use the visualizations. Despite this work, what is missing is a theory to explain
how students interact with the visualizations when learning programming. Creating such

theories is important because ‖[i]t is the long-term goal of much of science to generate
theories that can offer stable explanations for phenomena that generalize beyond the
particular‖ as stated by the Committee on Scientific Principles for Education Research
in the rationale of their scientific principle ‖link research to relevant theory‖ (Shavelson
and Towne, 2002).
In addition to allowing us to generalize our results, a theory explaining the
interactions of students with visualizations can also possibly provide us help in
understanding the ―markedly mixed‖ results of the previous visualization studies,
explain why visualizations are not used despite their empirically proved educational
effectiveness, and, above all, act as a research frame-work that makes future studies on
program visualizations more easily comparable to each other.
This article incorporates theory in two different ways: 1) The aim of the article is
to take a first step towards building a theory that explains students‘ interactions with
program visualization tools. 2) We start this theory building by interpreting the results
of our empirical study using Activity Theory (AT) (Kaptelinin and Nardi, 2006) as a
research framework. AT is a psychological theory proposing concepts that describe how
a human being interacts with the environment using artefacts or social entities as
mediators for the learning process involved. From this perspective, visualization tools
can be understood as tools that mediate a student‘s learning process with the proposed
visualization and therefore change the programming activities involved.
The structure of this paper is as follows: we first present a previous empirical
study on how students use the program visualization tool VIP. Section 2 presents the
background and context of the study and Section 3 the study setup. Results of the study
are presented in Sections 4–6. First, in Section 4, we present students‘ working patterns
when they use VIP, then in Section 5 we describe the long-term engagement with VIP,
and last, in Section 6, we exemplify this all by telling the stories of two students who
used VIP during a programming course. In Section 7, we interpret the results using AT.
Based on the interpretation, we propose two research hypotheses that form an
understanding of the use of program visualizations in learning programming in general.
The hypotheses are a starting point for developing a theory of how students interact
with visualizations when learning programming. The paper concludes ideas for future
work in Section 8.
2 Background and Context of the Study
In this section, we present the background and context of our qualitative empirical
research where we studied how students engaged with the program visualization tool
Visual InterPreter (VIP) (Virtanen et al., 2005). This study was a result of several other
studies about VIP conducted at Tampere University of Technology (TUT), which we
will introduce in the next subsection providing our scope of research interest. In Section
2.2, we will present related work in this research field. Finally, in Section 2.3, we
introduce the chosen research design and the research questions we intended to answer
with our study.
2.1 Previous Studies on Student Engagement with VIP
According to Hundhausen et al. (2002), visualizations in general have not succeeded in
becoming a part of mainstream programming education. This was also the case at TUT
where VIP was developed and used to better support the students‘ learning progress.

The tool had been integrated into the materials of an introductory programming course,
and the students were left to choose themselves whether they use the tool for their
weekly course assignments (Lahtinen, 2006). The majority of students in the course did
not use VIP regularly, but we observed that there was a constant minority of students
who used the tool regularly and enthusiastically by choice (Lahtinen et al., 2007a).
Testing whether VIP is beneficial for learning, a controlled experiment with a
test group and a control group was designed, and this experiment showed that the
students who used VIP for their course assignments spent more time preparing for the
exercise session and also showed better learning results than those who did not work
with the tool. Although the results were statistically significant, it was not possible to
conclude whether the better learning results originated from the pedagogical impact of
VIP‘s visualizations or from the fact that the visualizations made the students study for
a longer time (Ahoniemi and Lahtinen, 2006). In addition, subsequent surveys revealed
that the most frequent users of VIP were also the mid-level performing students and not
those who have the greatest difficulties in learning (Lahtinen et al., 2007b). It was also
revealed that the students who used VIP were less likely to drop out than students who
did not use it (Lahtinen et al., 2007a).
The described results indicated that VIP indeed seems to be supportive and
beneficial for learning, but it remained unclear why the majority of students were not
using VIP despite the fact that it was promoted by the teacher and why, at the same
time, a minority of students were constantly using the tool. We wondered how this
minority of students become engaged with the tool on their own and also in the long
term. At this point of our investigation, our theoretical understanding of learning
programming was determined by constructivism, which we extended later by Activity
Theory (see Sec. 7.1). According to constructivist learning theories, learning means that
students construct their own individual understanding by building upon prior knowledge
and skills (Illeris, 2002; Ben-Ari, 2001). From this point of view, learning is a highly
active, self-directed, and meaningful process. Therefore, we assumed that students‘
engagement by choice with VIP must have been beneficial for them in some way,
otherwise they would not have used it voluntarily. Furthermore, in the learning process
a program visualization tool represents an entity that students can individually
incorporate into their knowledge construction of programming concepts and skills. In
consequence, understanding the educational effectiveness of a tool like VIP allows us to
begin to understand how students become engaged with VIP in the long term and how
they seem to benefit from this engagement. In the interaction between student and
visualization tool, our focus lies on the students and how they incorporate VIP in their
regular learning activities. We regard this as complementing our understanding of why
other students do not become engaged with VIP. Thus, it seems sensible for us to
investigate this issue further in order to develop a general understanding and knowledge
background about student engagement with visualizations.
2.2 Related Work
In the previous section, we introduced and discussed our research interest, which
focuses on students‘ engagement with visualizations. With the term engagement, we
understand all kinds of activities students perform voluntarily with the visualization tool
being mostly motivated by their own beliefs that the activity with the tool is beneficial
for them. A long-term engagement includes for us a longer process of weeks and
months as it corresponds to the duration of a typical programming course, which is
contrary to the notion of a single-session that lasts for a maximum of few hours.

The research field of visualizations particularly emphasizes student engagement.
This research focus goes back to a meta-study by Hundhausen et al. (2002) comprising
24 studies on visualizations and their educational effectiveness. The main result of this
meta-study was the insight that students‘ utilization patterns of visualization tools have
a much greater impact on their learning success—and therefore, on the tool‘s
educational effectiveness—than the quality of the visualizations. As a consequence,
Hundhausen et al. suggested investigating the educational effectiveness of visualizations
focusing specifically on student engagement.
Following the meta-study (Hundhausen et al., 2002), Naps et al. (2003) explored
the role of visualizations and the corresponding student engagement in CSE and
proposed an Engagement Taxonomy (ET) with a general research framework for further
inquiry. The ET defines different levels of engagement, for instance, the level
responding means answering questions concerning the visualization presented by the
system; meanwhile, the level viewing describes non-active involvement. The different
engagement levels describe single situations or activities. Their research framework
proposes hypotheses contrasting these engagement levels (e.g. ―Responding results in
significantly better learning outcomes than viewing‖), indicates these hypotheses can be
tested, and recommends a classical experimental study that is based on three steps: pretest, use of materials, and post-test. A great number of controlled studies have been
conducted following this research framework; to summarize them Urquiza-Fuentes and
Velázquez-Iturbide (2009, Sec. 3) presented a review where they analyze 33 evaluation
studies of VTs with regard to the different levels of the ET. All these studies emerge
from the general question how to better engage students with visualizations testing
different pedagogical approaches with regard to the ET levels.
Beside the ET, other kinds of studies have been conducted to investigate student
engagement with visualizations. We will summarize these studies below:




Sorva (2012) studied students‘ perceptions on using the visualization tool
UUhistle in learning programming and reports six qualitatively different
understandings. The category describing the richest understanding of learning
through the visualizations explained how students learned about program
execution using the tool as a learning aid. The categories describing simpler
understandings showed that the students perceive the visualization tool, for
example, mainly as a source for copying and pasting code from example
programs or as a tool where you manipulate graphical presentations, or a tool for
learning what a computer does.
The visualization tool Jeliot has been studied intensively for over a decade. An
overview of this work is provided by Ben-Ari et al. (2011) in a summary report.
We briefly summarize those Jeliot studies that are closest to our research
interest:
o Moreno and Joy (2006) followed the use of the tool Jeliot to verify two
research hypotheses related to students‘ expectations for Jeliot and how
the visualizations are comprehended. In their study, Moreno and Joy
found two categories describing the use of the tool: Jeliot as a learning
aid and Jeliot as a debugger. They reported that the students were using
Jeliot mainly as a debugger rather than making an effort to understand
the animations. This result indicates that students indeed construct their
individual understanding of how a tool like Jeliot might support their
learning activities.





o Lattu et al. (2000) used both interviews and observational methods to
investigate students‘ experiences using Jeliot. The authors reported a list
of different kinds of purposes students developed to use Jeliot that they
discovered in the field. The authors‘ emphasized testing the applicability
of Jeliot and how students responded to it. Their objective was to record
the drawbacks of the tool in order to improve further tool development.
o Kannusmäki et al. (2004) used students‘ written reflections, discussion
board messages, and feedback emails to study how students used Jeliot
and what features they would like to see included in the tool. The authors
reported four different patterns of completing programming exercises.
Jeliot was used in two of these patterns. Like Lattu et al. (2000), they
also concentrated on the usability of Jeliot.
This work on Jeliot gives interesting insights into students‘ use of visualizations
and hints to how they might benefit from using them. However, none of these
studies focused particularly on how students engage with visualizations in terms
of learning processes. These studies rather investigated the student perspective
on the tool‘s usability and have only a minor attempt to capture and reconstruct
students‘ learning processes and the specific activities involved with.
Romero et al. (2005) studied the role visualizations played in debugging
activities. The authors presented a detailed process analysis on how students
used visualizations when debugging software in single use sessions. Their
results covered different forms of students‘ debugging strategies and
demonstrate how diverse and individual students‘ interaction with a
visualization can be.
Lönnberg et al. (2011) identified students‘ different approaches to debugging
concurrent programs with the visualization tool Atropos. Just like in the
previously mentioned study, they also concentrated on debugging activities
instead of the student engagement of the tool in general, limiting the
investigation scope also to single use sessions.

Similar studies describing how students use visualizations have been conducted for
other visualization tools too (see, for example, Hundhausen and Brown, 2007, 2008;
Kehoe et al., 1999).
The reported studies as well as the different engagement levels of the ET focus
on single interaction situations. The engagement with a visualization tool is hardly
considered to be part of a long-term process that goes on for weeks, months, or even
years (Stasko and Hundhausen, 2004, pp. 224). Since learning programming is a longterm process, we assume that the benefits of a visualization tool depend rather on a
long-term engagement than on a single use-situation. The studies that investigated
students‘ long-term use of visualization tools, like Ben-Bassat Levy et al. (2003);
Korhonen et al. (2002); Laakso et al. (2005), focused on students‘ performance and
outcome after using the visualization tool. They report that the visualization tools they
used had positive effects on students‘ learning; in the study of Laakso et al. (2005)
especially for less talented students and in the study of Ben-Bassat Levy et al. (2003)
for the mediocre students. In these studies, the authors investigated students‘ exam
results statistically without considering the preceding engagement process. Thus, it is
not possible to explain the exact reasons of why the visualizations were beneficial for
these particular groups of students.
In summary, research in the field of student engagement has focused mostly on
single-session interventions investigating either how to engage students with

visualizations with regard to the ET or on usability and debugging aspects of a
visualization tool. We found little evidence for possible explanations for why and how
students voluntarily and regularly used visualizations on their own in the long-term and
how they believe they benefited from this usage. As a consequence, we have conducted
our own study where we investigated this issue further.
2.3 Research Design and Research Questions
When developing the research design of our study, we decided not to consider the ET.
The ET was developed mostly normatively in order to describe possible engagement
levels that can be tested in experiment studies. Our research interests, instead, focus on
students that are already engaged in using VIP regularly and in the long-term. It would
have been possible to investigate which level of the taxonomy our students‘ engagement
corresponded to and to connect this to the hypotheses discussed by Naps et al. (2003).
Though, approaching the field with predetermined classifications and hypotheses about
possible forms of engagement which are only little grounded in students actual activities
with a visualization tool can lead to the situation in which other possible forms of
student engagement might be ignored or not investigated any further. Since we are
particularly interested in all forms of student engagement with VIP, we did not consider
the ET for us as a conceptual framework.
Because very little is known about how students really learn programming with
visualizations in their everyday life, we focused on an explorative research approach.
We started our investigation with the following very open research questions designed
to address the mentioned minority of students at TUT that use VIP regularly and
enthusiastically by choice:
(1) How do these students engage with the visualization tool VIP in the long term?
(2) How do they benefit from the use of VIP?
For this purpose, we designed and conducted an explorative study following the
Naturalistic Inquiry paradigm as explained by Lincoln and Guba (1985, p.36ﬀ) and
utilizing the Grounded Theory approach as defined by Corbin and Strauss (2008). In our
study, we worked mainly with single cases and analyzed their similarities and
differences in order to develop a data-driven conceptualization of student engagement
with visualizations. The purpose was to provide information about how visualization
tools should be developed and used as educational resources so that students can benefit
from them. Knowledge on how students interact with the tools will help both
visualization tool developers and teachers using the tools to gain understanding on how
to improve their work. In the next section, we introduce our study in detail.
3 Research Study
In this section, we introduce our two-part research study. This study was previously
presented in Isohanni and Knobelsdorf (2010) and Isohanni and Knobelsdorf (2011). In
the next subsections, we first describe the course setup of the introductory programming
course at TUT and the visualization tool VIP. Then, we give a summary of the data
collection and analysis of our research study.

Figure 1 A screenshot of VIP.

3.1 Course Setup and VIP
The introductory programming course at TUT is a three-month, first-year C++ course.
Here, the students were required to complete four programming projects and an exam,
but weekly exercise sessions and corresponding pre-assignments were voluntary. VIP
was introduced by the instructor of the programming course (author Isohanni) during
the lecture, and students were encouraged to use it in multiple ways following the model
of integrating visualizations into the course content presented by Lahtinen (2006). The
visualizations were available for students on the course web site for voluntary use. The
course material integrated the visualization examples by including links and references
in all study materials. This established a tight connection between the visualization
examples and the other study materials used in the course, but the students were still left
to decide whether to use the visualizations and the VIP tool, and their decision did not
affect the grading process by the teacher.
3.1.1 The visualization tool VIP
VIP supports imperative programming in C++ and is based on an interpreter that uses a
simple subset of C++. Given regular source code files, the interpreter executes them and
automatically illustrates the program execution. With VIP, the program can be executed
either by stepping or by running, the latter with an adjustable speed. Of course the
program code needs to compile correctly in order for its execution to be illustrated.
(Virtanen et al., 2005)
The VIP main window (see Figure 1) is composed of five smaller windows. 1)
The code window shows the program code that is executed and illustrates the execution
by highlighting the relevant line of code. 2) The variables window draws pictures of the
variables and data structures and highlights parts of the pictures as the values are

changed or referenced. 3) The evaluation window is activated whenever the code
window executes an expression. It shows the values of the operands, the operators, and
the resulting expression. 4) The input-output window prints the output and accepts input
from the user. 5) When needed, the view window shows comments that explain to the
user what is happening. The VIP code editor opens in a separate window. Using the
compile button, the user can go back from the editor to the main window for the
visualization.
3.1.2 Teaching Programming with VIP
In the lecture, the teacher introduced VIP and showed how it can be used to follow the
execution of example programs. The teacher also demonstrated how VIP can be used to
complete small programming assignments: this procedure included testing and
debugging written code.
Testing and debugging with VIP is different from performing these activities in
a traditional program development environment because, in addition to the program
code and its output, the programmer also sees multiple presentations of the state of the
program. For example, when testing a program in VIP, the student can follow the
execution of the algorithm line by line and at the same time see the content of the data
structures. Thus, errors can be recognized immediately, not just when the program
produces a wrong result. For this reason, the students were advised to follow how the
execution proceeds while testing the program.
The strategies taught both for testing and for debugging a program in VIP were
similar to the single stepping strategy by Romero et al. (2005). They explained that
when performing single stepping, the student steps through program code by looking at
the visualized data structures or output. The students were instructed to use the multiple
views of VIP and not revert to traditional debugging strategies such as hand-simulation
and causal reasoning, which were described by Katz and Anderson (1988). Handsimulation means that the student mentally executed the program as the computer would
and looked for inconsistent behaviour. Causal reasoning means that the student received
information about the error by looking at the output of the program and then decided
what might be causing the behaviour. While these traditional debugging strategies were
also explained during the programming course, they were not connected to the use of
VIP. In addition, the teacher did not explicitly name any of the debugging strategies.
3.2 Data Collection Methodology
From a methodological point of view it would have been best to conduct an
ethnographic field study, following students for the whole semester and observing their
long-term engagement with VIP. However, due to limited research resources it was not
possible for us to conduct such a study, so instead, we designed a two-stage data
collection and analysis approach that permitted us to enter the research field
nevertheless. In Isohanni and Knobelsdorf (2010, p. 89-90) and Isohanni and
Knobelsdorf (2011, p. 34-35) we presented the data collection and analysis in detail.
Here, we will provide a brief summary.

3.2.1 Data Regarding the Long-Term Engagement
In the first stage, we collected data on how students use VIP in the long term during the
whole programming course. For this purpose, we collected both the log files of
students‘ VIP usage and asked the students to complete weekly questionnaires. The
questionnaires contained both multiple choice and open-ended questions which inquired
about their backgrounds, asked detailed questions about how they learn programming,
and asked about their reasons for using the visualizations.
VIP contains an integrated automatic logger module. Every time VIP is
launched, the logger module will send the log information to the server through the
Internet. The log files contain all the operations a student performs on the VIP user
interface, i.e., run, step, edit, or compile. The operations are marked with both a user
name and IP address. Additionally, there is a timestamp for each operation. Every time
a new version of the code is accepted for the visualizations, the logger stores the source
code file in the log information as well. In the second stage, we used this collected
background information to identify students who used VIP often in their own study
sessions and had 8 students attend a combined observation and interview session at the
end of the course.
3.2.2 The Interviews
The observation and interview sessions were performed approximately two weeks
before the course final exam in a usability laboratory with a computer. A video camera
recorded the computer screen used by the student and the voice dialog between student
and interviewer. The session consisted of three phases. First there were general, easy
questions about the interviewee‘s opinions on learning programming. Then, the
participant was asked to complete a short programming assignment on the computer and
explain his or her actions. The interviewer followed the student‘s progress and
occasionally asked questions about what the student was doing. Finally, there were
some further questions related to the visualization tool. Both interview parts were semistructured. The session lasted 30−60 minutes depending on how much the student
talked and how long it took to complete the programming assignment. For further
details see Isohanni and Knobelsdorf (2010, p. 89).
3.3

Data Analysis

The data analysis followed a two-stage process in which we first investigated the eight
students‘ observations and interview session data. The interviews were transcribed and
the first stage of data analysis was based on qualitative content analysis by Mayring
(2000), which is a methodology from qualitative social science research used to
systematically code and analyze textual data. The result of this data-driven analysis was
a system of categories and subcategories that evolved during the multi-phase creation
process. The categories helped to reconstruct students‘ activities with VIP and to
identify characteristics that defined utilization strategies the students showed. For
further details, see Isohanni and Knobelsdorf (2010, p. 90-91). This first part of the data
analysis resulted in a conceptualization of students‘ working patterns that is presented in
Section 4.
In the second part of the data analysis, we analyzed the log files of five of the
eight interviewed students in order to capture the ―whole story‖ of their long-term

engagement with VIP. For analyzing the log files, we chose a grounded theory (GT)
approach as introduced by Strauss and Corbin (1995). Since the analysis of the
interviews was performed prior to the analysis of the log files, we were also able
compare the reconstructed behaviour with the results gained in the analysis of the
interviews. Such comparisons were used in validating the assumptions we had to make
during the log file analysis. This second part of the data analysis resulted in a
conceptualization of four different use phases of VIP that are presented in Section 5.
4

Students’ Working Patterns Using VIP

The results of the observation and interview session contain three parts that build upon
one another and represent different levels of abstraction: the category system, the use
situations, and the working patterns. In Isohanni and Knobelsdorf (2010, p. 90-93), we
presented these results in detail. Therefore, in the next two subsections, we will
summarize them briefly. Building upon this, we will present a grouping of the working
patterns in Subsection 4.3, relating this to our research questions in Subsection 4.4.
4.1

Use Situations

The category system developed from a data-driven analysis focuses on what activities
the students performed while working on their assignments. This represented a first
abstraction of the data. The categories grouped and structured the different aspects of
students‘ activities. When we analyzed the transcripts of the student sessions further, we
found that certain sections of them were more relevant for our research questions than
others; this helped us to focus on use situations.
A use situation, representing the second level of abstraction, referred to a series
of actions the student performed in the VIP main window. Each use situation only
represented a short segment of the whole assignment session. In total, 35 use situations
were reconstructed from the data, with each assignment interview containing 2−7 use
situations. The reconstructed use situations contained three parts: 1) initial state, 2)
action, and 3) final state. Next we exemplify two such use situations.
4.1.1 Example 1
Initial state: The student was writing a program that sorted the content of an array in
ascending order. He had just started to accomplish the assignment by writing a new
piece of code that was supposed to find the smallest integer in the array. He was
uncertain if the code worked properly and also did not have a clear idea of what he
should do next. Thus, he decided to open the main window of VIP to visualize the
execution of the program.
Action: He started to execute the program line by line using the step button. He
was analyzing the program‘s execution very carefully, looking at both the code window
and the variables window. He was pressing the step button non-stop and watching the
representations change on the screen thinking aloud what should happen next.
Student: Oh, it only reaches that line now. I was ahead in the execution myself.
After following the execution for some time, he decided that he can make the
program run faster because the program is repeating the same thing he had already seen
and he wanted to see the end result more quickly. He stopped the fast running when the

program was close to the end and changed back to stepping again line by line. He
started analyzing the program‘s execution again. He looked at the variables window:
Interviewer: What do you see from VIP now?
Student: Well. . . I see that it [my program] works correctly. At least temp [a
variable]. And I need to swap that [the value of the variable smallest] to the
beginning [of the array]. I suppose.
Final state: By the end of this use situation, the student had used VIP to verify
that his program works correctly so far. He also had an idea of how to proceed with
programming.
4.1.2 Example 2
Initial state: The student‘s task was to make modifications to a program that was
handling a simple coordinate system. He was working with the assignment for while
and had already corrected a couple of errors in his code. He wanted to test his program
to see if it was working correctly now.
Action: He started to execute the program fast. The program required typing input
coordinates, and he typed values that were supposed to be legal. He expected the
program to print the coordinate system, but the program printed a message saying that
the input was illegal.
As a consequence, VIP stopped running the program further and all
representations in the windows were static. The student started analyzing the program‘s
execution using these static representations. His objective was to understand what
happened when the program was running. He looked mainly at the code window but
also used the evaluation window and the variables window. He kept talking and
explaining what might have happened, and it sounded as if he was running the program
in his head exactly the way VIP ran it.
Student: So it [the control] was on this line of code here [pointing in the code
window] moving pretty fast and... It went to this scope [pointing at the code
window] because here... [muttering] [looks at the evaluation window] The size
of the coordinate system... [looks at the value in the variables window]
Ummmm...
After this, he was reasoning not only what happened during the run but also why
it happened. He concluded that the less-than-sign of the if-structure‘s condition
(coord.size() > y) had to be exchanged with a greater-than-sign. He did not
explain the reasons for this conclusion to the interviewer and only made the change in
the code editor.
Final state: By the end of this use situation, the student had used VIP to test his
program with one input and found an error. He also found the reason for the error and
how to correct it.
Further in the analysis and interpretation process, we identified differences and
similarities between the use situations and conceptualized their characteristics to
working patterns, which constituted the third level of abstraction and the final results of
the data analysis.

4.2

Working Patterns

Two major characteristics emerged when grouping the use situations: the student‘s use
objective and the student‘s use strategy for achieving that objective. We combined them
to a working pattern which we understand as a model that conceptualizes the use
situations. Altogether, we found three different use objectives: 1) debugging, 2) testing,
and 3) exploring. Among them, we identified eight different use strategies. When we
describe the working patterns, we switch to present tense since the working patterns are
a model that conceptualize students‘ behaviour when using visualizations.
Subsection 4.2.1 will first introduce the working patterns on the level of the
three use objectives to give an overall understanding. Then, the use strategies are
described in detail in Section 4.2.2. In Section 4.3, we start forming a general
understanding of the working patterns for further interpretation by grouping them
according to specific similarities.
4.2.1 Use Objectives
The objectives reconstructed from the use situations are:
1) Debugging: The students find an error in the program and use VIP to locate it and to
understand the reason for it in order to be able to correct it (the use situation
presented in Section 4.1.2 is an example of this). The use situations related to this
objective resulted in three working patterns.
2) Testing: The students want to see what happens during the run of the program. The
objective is to test whether the program works correctly (the use situation presented
in Section 4.1.1 is an example of this). If an error is found but the student makes no
attempt to debug the program, the objective of using VIP is testing. The use
situations related to the objective testing resulted in four working patterns.
3) Exploring: The students start working on the assignment by running the program
code that was provided, to see how it works. They do not have a clear idea of what
the program should do before running it. The objective is to become familiar with
the program. Use situations related to the exploring objective resulted in one
working pattern.
4.2.2 Use Strategies
The use strategies were grouped in the following subsections according to the
corresponding use objective. Every use strategy is composed of different activities
students performed in their use situations. Seven of the working patterns we noted are
summarized in Figures 2 and 3. The rectangles in the figures correspond to one activity.
A dotted rectangle indicates that the corresponding activity was not always performed
in a use situation of a student although he or she exposed all other activities that
represent the particular working pattern.
With the category system, we captured students‘ activities of their use situations.
We have not presented the category system in its entirety (as it is described better in
Isohanni and Knobelsdorf (2010, p. 90-91)) but we provide some examples to make the
working patterns understandable. The subcategory Running program in VIP from the
category programming actions means either using the run or the step function of VIP.

Category
Analyzing the program‘s execution
Analyzing why something went wrong

Example
―The [input] coordinates are correct, but it
should have moved this to that position.‖
―I started thinking that there might be
something interesting with the indexing
here... That the coordinates (3, 3) actually
refer to somewhere else than there [that
square].‖

Table 1 Examples of two categories.

From the category cognitive activities, we introduce two subcategories: The
students had different approaches when reasoning through the execution of their
program in VIP. The subcategory analyzing the program’s execution includes students‘
thoughts about what is and was happening, as well as what should have happened
during the execution of the program, without analyzing the reasons. Therefore, the other
subcategory analyzing why something went wrong includes talking about the reasons for
the program execution. Table 1 introduces text excerpts to illustrate these two
subcategories.
Debugging
The first working pattern with the objective debugging is Dynamic debugging in VIP,
illustrated with a normal, black arrow on the left in Figure 2. The students execute their
programs in VIP and exploit the visualizations during the execution both in finding the
error and in analyzing the reason for it. Students can do this by running the program
once and changing their perspective of analysis, reasoning first about what was
happening and then about why it happened. Alternatively, students can run the program
twice, observing it in different ways each time. For instance, the first execution might
be very fast using the run function while the second might be slower using the step
function.
The second working pattern with the objective debugging is Static debugging
in VIP, illustrated as the gray path in the middle of Figure 2. Here, the program is not
run in VIP after the students find an error. Instead, the students analyze the reason for
the error by looking at the static representations in VIP‘s windows once it has stopped
(the use situation in Section 4.1.2 exemplifies this). This means that students are
actually performing the traditional debugging strategy called hand-simulation
introduced in Section 3.1.2 and using VIP‘s window as support.
The third working pattern with the objective debugging is Immediate
reasoning, illustrated with the dashed arrow in Figure 2. Here, the students understand
the reason of the error immediately after seeing what happened during the run of the
program and there is no further need to work with VIP.
Testing
The working pattern Abandoning VIP has the objective testing and is illustrated with
the dotted arrow on the right in Figure 2. In these cases, the students find an error in
their program, but instead of debugging it, they totally stop using VIP. Therefore, the
objective for using VIP here is testing. After that, they can move to the editor window
to think about how to correct the error or give up on the assignment.

Figure 2 Working patterns where the students are dealing with an error in the program.

Figure 3 Working patterns where the students are testing their programs without finding an error.

The rest of the working patterns with the objective testing describe situations
where the students do not find errors in their program during testing it and thus only
concentrate on analyzing the run of the program. They are illustrated in Figure 3.
The working pattern Dynamic testing in VIP is illustrated with a normal, black
arrow on the left in Figure 3. In this working pattern, the students execute their
programs in VIP and analyze the run of the program during the execution exploiting the
visualizations at the same time as in the use situation in Section 4.1.1. The analysis
concentrates on how the algorithm works and what happens in the internal state of the
program during the execution.
As distinct from the previous, the working pattern Static testing in VIP
illustrated as the gray path in the right of Figure 3 describes testing based on a
superficial output analysis. Here, the students execute the program fast either observing
superficially or not observing at all and then make their conclusion about the
correctness of the program by relying on the end state they see in VIP‘s window. Most
often the analysis concentrates only on the output window of VIP.
The last working pattern with the objective testing is called Testing with
multiple executions. It is illustrated with the doted arrow in Figure 3. Literally, the
students execute their program multiple times with different inputs and the objective
seems to be to achieve some sort of test coverage. Typically, the observation of the
execution in this case is superficial as described in the working pattern Static testing in
VIP.
Exploring
The students were provided a section of program code with the assignment description
and they start working by running the code to see how it works. They do not study the
assignment description too much before starting exploring the code and the objective is
to become familiar with the program.
No variation in exploration strategy emerged from the data. All of the students
were analyzing the run of the program during the execution, and in addition, the output
of the program can be analyzed after the execution is finished. Also, multiple executions
can be used.
4.3

Grouping the Working Patterns

In the further data analysis, we noticed the strategies the students were applying in
certain working patterns capture a similar way of using VIP even if the use objectives of
the patterns are different. For example, the use objectives in the working patterns
Dynamic debugging in VIP and Dynamic testing in VIP are different. But, the
strategy of both of these working patterns describe a similar way in which students
follow a program‘s execution in VIP and at the same time analyze the program‘s
behaviour exploiting VIP‘s visualizations.
For further interpretation, we analyzed the different ways of incorporating VIP‘s
visualizations in the strategies of the working patterns. For this reason, we grouped
those working patterns together that captured the ―same amount of attention‖ a student
paid to VIP visualizations while following the programming execution in VIP. We are
aware that this grouping criterion is not sharp enough to form new categories of VIP
engagement, but our objective is to point out the different ‖levels of visualization
engagement‖ we observed in the working patterns and to give an overall understanding

of the different ways students can take advantage of visualizations. The different groups
are as follows:






The first group, Using VIP fully, covers the working patterns Dynamic
debugging in VIP, Dynamic testing in VIP, and Exploring. In all these
patterns, the students‘ full attentions are focused on VIP, and they use the
control functions and multiple different windows of VIP to visualize the
execution while analyzing their program code (example in Section 4.1.1), i.e.,
practically all features of the visualization tool support their work. We can say
that they use VIP fully as a visualization tool, and thus named this group Using
VIP fully.
The next group, Using VIP partly, covers the working patterns Static
debugging in VIP, Static testing in VIP, and Testing with multiple
executions. In all these patterns, the students incorporate a limited set of VIP‘s
functions. They can, for instance, deploy the static presentations showing in VIP
when the execution is stopped (example in Section 4.1.2) or use VIP just like
any other programming environment that executes a program and displays its
output. VIP could offer them a dynamic representation of the program execution
but they do not use it. Therefore, we named this group Using VIP partly.
Then, we have two working patterns where the students do not use VIP‘s
visualizations at all or use them very little: Immediate reasoning and
Abandoning VIP. Immediate reasoning captures the situation where the
students are able to create a correct program and do not need any support for
analyzing errors. Abandoning VIP on the other hand, captures the situation
where the students leave their programming task unfinished because they are
unable to accomplish the task with the support of the visualizations. Since the
reasons behind this low engagement were very different, we distinguished both
patterns with a group of their own. The group containing the working pattern
Immediate reasoning was named No need for VIP and the group containing
the working pattern Abandoning VIP was named Unfinished use of VIP.

Merging the groups together, we have presented the students‘ different engagement
levels using VIP visualizations to support their programming tasks (see Table 2).

Working pattern
Immediate reasoning
Dynamic debugging in VIP
Dynamic testing in VIP
Exploring
Static debugging in VIP
Static testing with VIP
Testing with multiple executions
Abandoning VIP

Group
No need for VIP
Using VIP fully

Using VIP partly

Unfinished use of VIP

Table 2 Working patterns and their corresponding groups.

4.4

Discussion of the Results

The earlier studies on the use of visualizations (see Section 2.2) included a study by
Sorva (2012) which described students‘ perceptions of what it is to learn programming
through a visualization tool. The findings by Sorva were connected to each other
logically forming a structure describing simpler and richer understandings of using the
visualization tool. This structure can also be compared with the grouping of the working
patterns.
The behaviour described Sorva‘s category of richest understanding of learning
through the visualization tool is similar to what we described in the group Using VIP
fully. Both of these describe how the students exploit the visualizations when working
with the program code. In Sorva's category of a simpler understanding named as
―learning to recall code structures‖ the students are paying very little attention to the
visualizations and instead see the visualization tool as a platform for encountering
example code. This compares to some behaviour described in our group Using VIP
partly. Sorva's work is very similar to ours. It just seems that the perspectives of these
two studies are slightly different. Our attention is more on students‘ actions and Sorva
concentrates on what the student is learning. The findings of these two studies could
complement to each other.
4.5

Relating the Results to Research Questions

Our first research question focused on how students engaged with VIP in the long term.
In this subsection, we will relate the results to this research question.
The working patterns describe different ways of how students interacted with
VIP when learning programming. We were able to distinguish different use objectives
and use strategies in students‘ programming sessions. Students use VIP to support
debugging, testing, or exploring their program code. With eight different working
patterns we described how students use VIP and its visualizations to accomplish their
different use objectives.
By grouping these working patterns, we captured different levels of engagement
that students achieve when they interact with the visualizations of VIP. The group
Using VIP fully subsumed working patterns where the students engage with VIP in a
comprehensive way to aid their thinking when solving a programming problem,
meanwhile Using VIP partly included patterns that present a partial engagement with
the visualization. In the remaining two groups, no engagement with the visualization
was displayed.
The working patterns and especially their grouping reveal and describe different
levels of engagement with the visualization that is the result of the students‘ long-term
uses of VIP during the whole programming course they attended. Thus, they are a part
of the answer to the first research question ―How do students engage with VIP in the
long term?‖
Beside the observational and interview session, we also collected and analyzed
data about student engagement during the whole course. In the next section, we will
describe the corresponding results. In Section 6, we will return to the working patterns
and present two single case studies that describe how a student‘s engagement with VIP
can possibly develop in more detail.

Figure 4 The phases of using VIP.

5

Long-Term Engagement with VIP

From the log files, four phases emerged that cover the development of student
engagement with VIP when learning to program. These phases are illustrated in Figure
4. Each phase summarizes a student‘s activities and, when possible according to the log
file analysis, also the purpose and development of the activities. Therefore, the phases
serve as an analytical tool that captures the development in a student‘s log file for
further interpretation. Thus, we describe them using the present tense similarly to the
working patterns.
In the next subsections, we introduce and describe each phase and the concepts
that relate to it in a generalized way. In Section 6, we concretize the generalized
perspective by giving examples in the field in context of two use stories that present
how two students used VIP and benefitted from it during the whole programming
course.
5.1

Introductory Use of VIP

For students who enter VIP for the first time with the intention of learning about the
functions of VIP only and not studying programming, we call the first phase of the
engagement introductory use of VIP. In this phase, students use the controls of VIP in
a tentative way (e.g. they can try out the speed setting to determine how fast the
maximum and the minimum speeds are).
The user interface and functions of VIP are so simple that some students do not
perform such an introductory phase at all. For the ones who did, it lasted 1-2 sessions.
However, this phase did become interesting during the analysis of the students‘
development because it can affect the further development of the student engagement.
5.2

Progressive Use of VIP

During the progressive use of VIP phase of the engagement, students use VIP to learn
programming, but the personal manners of using the tool have not developed yet.
Mainly, students are following the instructor‘s recommendations on how VIP can be
used (see Section 3.1.2) but experimenting with other use purposes might occur as well.
Students can continue testing the controls of VIP and they can learn to use them more
efficiently. They are developing their personal habits of learning to program in VIP
during this phase through testing different kinds of activities.

If the development does not end after a couple of sessions, this phase is
intermediate. Once VIP becomes a familiar environment for the student, the
development leads either to a creative or to a routine use of VIP.
5.3

Creative Use of VIP

After having learned to use VIP efficiently in the earlier phases, the students are able to
create their personal way of using VIP as beneficially as possible. When this happens,
the students enter the creative use of VIP phase, in which they take an active role in
choosing the VIP examples to be used in learning and creating their own use purposes
of VIP. According to the constructivist theories of learning, choosing the study
materials and methods according to one‘s own experiences is part of personal
knowledge construction (Illeris, 2002).
In this phase, the purpose of using VIP varies between sessions more than in the
other ones. Typical use purposes of VIP in this phase are debugging program code that
was written in another program development environment; using VIP as a program
development environment when writing part of a larger programming project;
investigating how new features of the programming language work; and revising and
editing VIP examples whose topics are related to one‘s own programming project. Next,
we will describe several characteristic behaviours that were connected to this phase.
5.3.1 High commitment to the visualization
In the log files we observed moments when the students were executing their program
code in VIP slowly by clicking the step button several times with clear pauses between
the clicks. Relying on students‘ use behaviour during the observational and interview
session (Isohanni and Knobelsdorf, 2010), we interpreted that while clicking the step
button slowly they follow what is happening during the execution on the screen.
Judging the log files, we were not able to precisely determine which of the VIP
windows was being followed because there were changes in all five windows
simultaneously. However, all the information presented in VIP was related to how the
program execution proceeded. Therefore, we interpreted that, at this point, the students
focus on following the visual presentations of the program structures or the progress of
the program execution. This behaviour was named high commitment to the
visualization. In general, high commitment was perceived in each student‘s personally
preferred activities performed during the creative use of VIP phase when students use
the visualization tool in a personalized way. It occurred in other phases of using VIP as
well, but it was not recurrent then.
5.3.2 Different Purposes of Using VIP
Accomplishing their programming projects during the course, the students were using
VIP in multiple different ways. The use purposes that were central in the creative use
of VIP phase were named debugging program code, using VIP as a programming
environment, revising programming concepts, and investigating programming concepts
deeper. They characterize the phase very well since such use purposes had not been
presented by the instructor. The instructor did not suggest completing the programming
projects in VIP since they were unreasonably large to be mastered in VIP code editor.

However, the students solved this problem by investigating only small parts of their
code in VIP at a time. We will briefly describe these four use purposes below.
When using VIP to debug program code the students copy and paste program
code between the VIP code editor and another programming environment they are
working in parallel to using VIP. They follow the execution of a particular part of the
program using the step button slowly (high commitment to visualization occurs in such
cases). After the error is detected, the students correct it either directly in the VIP code
editor and repeated the visualized execution or move back to the other programming
editor in use. When using VIP as a programming environment the students start
developing new functionality to their program in the VIP code editor. They repeat a
similar cycle of editing the code and visualizing the execution as during using VIP to
debug program code. It is also possible that they start writing a program from scratch in
the VIP code editor directly and behave in the same, recurring way. These two use
purposes can also be combined in a session. When revising programming concepts or
investigating programming concepts deeper, the students execute example programs
prepared by the teacher, or write and edit small code snippets related to the topic of the
programming project. In a way, they use VIP instead of the written course materials.
The use sessions where these purposes were detected lasted for multiple hours,
so it was possible to follow the development of students work during a longer period
and thus detect how it was related to working on the programming project of the course.
During the data analysis, we had to make several assumptions about these concepts. The
log files only contained information on the use of VIP so we could not know what the
students were doing in the other programming environment involved. We assumed that
students‘ motivation for using VIP was their work on the programming project
elsewhere. This assumption was based on the facts that during the multiple-hour-long
session, the students were looking at multiple code examples that were closely related to
the topic of the project and making modifications that were related to the assignment of
the programming project, and that this all happened when the deadline of the
programming project was approaching.
5.4

Routine Use of VIP

In this phase of development, students adopt a certain procedure of using the
visualization tool and keep repeating it without variation or change. Such a routine can
be to open VIP weekly in order to perform the same task, to complete all the
assignments on a certain list, or to repeat the same manners of using VIP in each use
session over and over again. We call this stage of engagement the routine use of VIP.
For an observer, this kind of engagement with VIP might seem to lack motivation and
meaningful reasons. But according to the students‘ comments in the questionnaires, they
see VIP as a useful and beneficial tool for programming, even in this routine use of
VIP phase.
In the following two subsections, we outline two students‘ experiences of using
VIP in the described routine form. Both subsections describe a case of one student.
5.4.1 Omit adjusting the visualization
In the progressive use of VIP phase, this student was adjusting or learning to adjust the
program execution in VIP by using the controls in various ways. However, in the
routine use of VIP phase she always followed the visualization using the same settings

(e.g. using the function run instead of swapping between run and step according to the
context). For example, the student used one speed of execution only during one whole
VIP session or changed the speed very rarely. Following visualization for a long time in
only one speed can be monotonous for the user; the interesting execution parts are not
distinguished from the routine parts and recognizing the important functions on the
screen requires great concentration. It appears that this student repeated the program
code execution in VIP quickly between modifications just to check whether the
execution was possible or to see the result of it (i.e. the output of the program).
Obviously, using a traditional compiler that executes the program much faster than VIP
would have been much more practical. Hence, it is doubtful whether using the
visualization in this way would be beneficial for the students, even if she claimed so in
the questionnaires.
With regard to this use behaviour, we can only assume why the student judged
VIP to still be beneficial and useful. Since the teacher advised using VIP for
programming, she might have believed it was beneficial without really experiencing
this.
5.4.2 Willingness, but no patience to follow visualization
This student opened VIP regularly every week the evening before he attended the
exercise session of the programming course. Every time, he completed an assignment
for the exercise session using VIP. Mostly his VIP sessions were short; he just used the
visualizations one time to see that everything worked as it should. It seemed that the
assignments were so easy that he could have solved them without using VIP, but he still
persistently decided to open VIP every time.
According to his answers of the weekly questionnaires, he was convinced that
program visualizations were useful in general. However, he also sometimes mentioned
that the assignment was so easy that on that particular time he did not really need the
visualizations. This explains why the sessions were often quick. The way in which he
worked gave an impression that he is perfectionistic and wanted to solve the
assignments as flawlessly as possible. This seemed to lead him to using VIP regularly
even if he was able to solve the assignments as well without VIP.
5.5

Discussion of the Results

The earlier studies on the use of visualizations (see Section 2.2) did not distinguish
different phases of using the visualization tool in the long term but different ways of
using the tools are identified in some studies. In our category system, these were placed
in the category Different Purposes of Using VIP (see Section 5.3.2). We compare this
category to the findings presented by others.
Kannusmäki et al. (2004) studied the ways in which students solved exercises
and presented four different patterns of working that the students performed during their
observations. The visualization tool Jeliot was used in two of these patterns. In the other
one, students used Jeliot both for writing code and visually testing/debugging it and in
the final one, the code is written in another environment and Jeliot was used only for
visually debugging and/or testing the program. Both of these ways of working were also
found in our study. In our category system, they were named using VIP as a
programming environment and using VIP to debug program code (Section 5.3.2). We
did not limit our study to the ways in which students solved exercises using VIP, so we

also found other kinds of use purposes for it. We assume that Jeliot could also be used
for the other use purposes we found, but they were not covered in the study of
Kannusmäki et al. (2004) due to their focus on the exercise solving only.
Also Moreno and Joy (2006) describe the use of Jeliot in their work. They
provide two categories: ‖Jeliot as a learning aid‖ and ‖Jeliot as a debugger.‖ They failed
to describe these categories on a general level and instead relied on multiple quotes of
students‘ comments. Thus, it is difficult to compare the findings of Moreno and Joy
(2006) to the results of Kannusmäki et al. (2004) or our study very precisely. It seems
that the category ‖Jeliot as a debugger‖ is somewhat similar to the ways of working
described in the previous text paragraph and the category ‖Jeliot as a learning aid‖ has
some similar characteristics as the categories revising programming concepts and
investigating programming concepts deeper of our category system (Section 5.3.2).
Regarding these comparisons, we concluded that all these studies have found
similar ways of working with the visualizations and complement the knowledge
provided by each other. This gives the impression that the results of these studies are
valid and describe how students act with visualizations since different studies using
different visualization tools revealed similar behaviours of the students.
5.6

Relating the Results to Research Questions

In this subsection, we return to our first research question on the students‘ long-term
engagement with VIP. The working patterns and their grouping in Section 4 described
different levels of students‘ engagement with VIP that the students performed at the end
of the programming course. The use phases reveal what kind of stages can lead the
student to this behaviour.
The use phases can be used to describe a certain development in students‘ longterm engagement with VIP. This development can start with introductory use of VIP
and become more intensive in the progressive use of VIP. The creative use of VIP
phase represented the strongest personal development in the engagement with VIP,
while routine use of VIP indicated that the use of VIP continued despite the
engagement with the visualization not being strong. Since we did not group the phases
to a particular order, they rather describe different episodes of the overall engagement
during a long-term process.
Together with the working patterns and their grouping, the phases describe the
students‘ interactions and engagement with VIP and thus give an answer to the research
question 1. The use phases and the working patterns are a thorough description of the
nature of the engagement where as the deeper reasons for the engagement will be
analyzed in Section 7 where we return to these results one more time relating them to
the interpretation with the activity theory. Before that, we will exemplify the use phases
in the following section by relating them to the stories of two students.
6

Two Stories of Using VIP

The four phases described in the previous section combined together describe a certain
development a student undergoes when using VIP. From a qualitative research
perspective, we present this development in a descriptive form that we call a use story.
By a story we mean the product of one student‘s reconstructed development by the
researchers using the developed structure in the previous sections based on both the log
files and the interview and observation sessions. Being the product of the data analysis,

Figure 5 Phases Tomi reaches during his use story of VIP.

the story is told from the researcher‘s perspective not by the student him/herself.
Multiple kinds of different combinations of the phases are possible in one VIP
use story. In this section, we present the different stories of two students. The two
students have been chosen because their development in using VIP was very diverse
and went through different phases. Both stories begin with the students‘ first
interactions with VIP and summarize their VIP sessions during the 12 weeks of the
programming course. The stories are divided into subsections according to the phases
described in the previous section. In the last subsection of the stories, we also describe
the interview and observation session of each student. Hence, this subsection shows the
end result of this long-term development and how the working patterns described in
Section 4 capture the students‘ behaviours.
6.1

Tomi’s Story

Tomi was a first-year student of information and knowledge management. This was his
first programming course in TUT but he had been programming a little before entering
the university. He had written Basic programs of less than 400 lines of code. He was
particularly creative in the way he used VIP as he had developed his personal style of
using it in the creative use of VIP phase (see Figure 5).
6.1.1 Tomi’s Introductory Use of VIP
On the third week of the programming course, the next day after the lecture where VIP
was introduced, Tomi opened VIP for the first time. In half an hour he opened 23
different example programs in VIP. The main motivation of the session seemed to be to
investigate the functions of VIP control buttons; for instance, he pressed all the control
buttons that appeared in the user interface of VIP. Thus, we distinguished this as the
phase introductory use of VIP. However, it is also possible that he investigated some
programming concepts at the same time since he opened so many different example
programs. Thus, he might have already proceeded to the next phase of using VIP during
this lengthy introductory session.
6.1.2 Tomi’s Progressive Use of VIP
The phase progressive use of VIP certainly began in Tomi‘s next VIP session later
during the same day as he was preparing his homework assignment for the exercise
session of the programming course and considered using VIP for it. He followed the
teacher‘s recommendation, opened VIP, and looked at the template the teacher had set
up in VIP for completing the homework assignment but closed it soon. Instead, he
completed the homework assignment using a normal compiler and handed it in. He was
searching for his personal style of using VIP and figured out that despite the teacher‘s

advice, he did not need VIP for the small homework assignment that he was easily able
to complete using a normal program development environment.
In the next week, Tomi started testing his own use purposes of VIP: The
deadline of the first programming project was approaching and Tomi was working on it.
He opened a small example program in VIP and erased the code in the VIP code editor.
He copied and pasted his whole solution to the programming project in VIP and
executed it twice with the step function of VIP. Most likely, he came up with the idea as
he faced a problem when working on the project. In any case, the teacher did not
suggest using VIP for debugging in this way.
It took him a while to go through the code and high commitment to visualization
can be observed in his log files: As his program execution continued, it also slowed, and
we assumed he was following each step more and more carefully. Next, he found an
error (he had used the logical OR operator instead of the logical AND operator). After
correcting the error, he executed his program again using the step button. His activities
were an iteration of interacting with the visualization and correcting the code. High
commitment to visualization was observed every time he executed the code in VIP.
Tomi also tried to use VIP for a pre-assignment, set up in VIP by the teacher one
more time. His way of using VIP here differed a bit from the ordinary style: Instead of
opening the pre-assignment directly in VIP, he opened the same small example program
he used in the previous session and copied and pasted the code from the assignment
there. The high commitment to visualization did not occur in this session, and in the
questionnaire, he stated ―maybe‖ when asked whether VIP was useful in solving the
pre-assignment. The whole session seemed like testing VIP. In addition to testing
whether VIP was useful in solving a pre-assignment he was also testing the run-function
of VIP. He tested the different speed settings: first the maximum value, then the
minimum value just for 3 seconds, and then a value in between for a longer time. In
contrast to previous sessions, in this session he was not using the step-function at all.
This indicates that there was nothing especially interesting he wanted to follow very
slowly. In his normal sessions he always executed program code he had chosen himself
and thus there was something he wanted to follow slowly, whereas this time he was
executing program code suggested by the teacher.
6.1.3 Tomi’s Creative Use of VIP
In the previous phase, Tomi tested using VIP like the teacher recommended and
according to the needs he faced in his own programming sessions. In the following
week he entered a new phase, creative use of VIP, and started using VIP only where he
found it most beneficial−in his own programming projects. He had developed his
personal manners of using VIP and stuck to them now.
That week he was working with VIP intensively. He opened it on three
sequential days just before the deadline. One of these sessions was longer than usually
and he spent two hours using VIP and his normal program development environment in
parallel. He corrected multiple errors from his program and seemed to use VIP like a
visual debugger.
To exemplify what Tomi was exactly doing during these long VIP sessions, we
will next deliver a detailed description of Tomi‘s typical way of working with VIP,
which was a result of development he had gone through during the two earlier use
phases of VIP. This example shows that Tomi learned to use VIP very fluently and to
observe exactly the part of the execution he was interested in. Additionally, it

exemplifies the concept of high commitment to visualization and using VIP as a
programming environment (see Subsection 5.3.1).
Tomi was debugging his solution for the second programming project in the
programming course. At the beginning of the session he copied and pasted his program
code in the VIP editor and started to execute it. He had learned to use the functions of
VIP very fluently and was alternating between the step and run functions and changing
the speed of run frequently. For example, when he had figured out that the problem was
in the end of the program code, he first executed the program using run with a very high
speed, then turned the speed down slower as the execution approached the erroneous
part, and eventually changed to use the step function assumedly to be able to follow
very carefully. He used the step-function for 11 minutes and executed the code so
slowly that he only presses the step-button twice per minute. We do not know what was
happening during such 30-second-long breaks, but we may assume that he would not
bother to click the step-button for 11 minutes if he was not following carefully how the
execution proceeds.
Tomi also tried to use VIP when solving the third programming project of the
course, but this time he was not successful. He had problems with the syntax related to
records, which was the new topic for this project. Thus, he concluded that records did
not compile in VIP. This was odd because he should have known they do compile in
VIP as he had earlier looked at examples handling records in VIP. He found some other
way of working out the assignment and completed the programming project without the
help of VIP. This was the last time Tomi used VIP in his own study sessions.
6.1.4 Tomi’s Observation Session
In the interview, Tomi explained that VIP was his ―problem killer.‖ The interviewer
gave him an assignment to write a program that sorts the content of an array in an
ascending order, which was a challenging task at this stage of his studies. The
interviewer helped Tomi with designing the idea of the algorithm to get him started a bit
faster since there was not too much time for the observation. Tomi started to work in his
normal program development environment. He had written a new piece of code that was
supposed to find the smallest integer in the array. He was uncertain if the code worked
properly and also did not have a clear idea of what he should do next. He was about to
give up, but the interviewer motivated him to keep working. Hinting VIP, the
interviewer asked: ―What kind of problems do you usually kill with VIP then?‖, which
encouraged Tomi to copy and paste his program code into VIP and proceed with the
assignment.
In the beginning of the VIP session, Tomi showed an astonishing ability to use
it. He started with the working pattern Dynamic testing in VIP and during the use of VIP
learned, that his program worked correctly. He was interested in following the
execution carefully which helped him decide what to do next with his program. As he
proceeded in writing his solution he also started making errors. The first two errors were
handled by Dynamic debugging in VIP: He used VIP both in finding the error and in
analyzing the reason for it. It seemed that he had a clear understanding of the state of his
program and was able to master the assignment well. Because everything worked
smoothly, it was easy for him to efficiently use VIP, and he used working patterns from
the group Using VIP fully.
However, the correction of the second error did not work as he supposed it
would, and Tomi became confused. The program was moving the integers in the array
in a way that he did not expect at all. He followed the execution and found out that there

Figure 6 Phases Liisa reaches during her use story of VIP.

was an error, but then he just stoped working with VIP, and the reason of the error
remained unclear for him (Abandoning VIP). He just sat down thinking and did nothing,
so the interviewer tried to speed up the situation by giving a hint with programming. He
switched his problem solving strategy to trial-and-error and kept using the working
pattern Abandoning VIP. Every now and then, he is analyzed the execution of the
program in VIP (the dotted rectangles of Abandoning VIP in Figure 2) but did not bring
the analysis to the end using VIP like he was doing in the beginning of the session. He
had somehow lost his understanding of his program and this affected the way he used
VIP. In terms of the working patterns, he had moved from Using VIP fully to Not able
to use VIP, which was a radical change.
He was lucky with his trial-and-error strategy and completed the program by
chance. At the end of the session, he tested the solution by running it through in VIP
using the working pattern Static testing in VIP. At this point, he had corrected all the
errors, so it was easier for him to understand the state of the program again. Thus using
VIP was easier for him again. However, his motivation to use VIP was not too high
anymore since he just wanted to finish the assignment and observation session. This
probably explains why he did not go back to Using VIP fully as in the beginning of the
session. Instead he shifted to Using VIP partly.
The observation conducted as part of the interview conformed to the analysis of
Tomi‘s log files. In the beginning of the observation, he performed similar slow
stepping through his program code in VIP as he had done during his programming
sessions completing the programming projects. In the log file analysis, we assumed that
he was using the step button slowly because he wanted to carefully follow how the
execution proceeded in VIP, and he behaved the same way in the observation. However,
it is noteworthy that such a deep analysis exploiting VIP was not a certainty for him.
When loosing the track of his program he also had trouble to continue using VIP. As a
consequence, he switched to other less effective ways of using VIP.
6.2

Liisa’s Story

Liisa was a first-year student of automation engineering. She had not studied
programming before this course. She opened VIP for the first time when the first preassignment was available in VIP and used VIP in solving all seven pre-assignments the
instructor had set up in VIP during the programming course. With a few exceptions, she
opened VIP on Wednesdays, i.e. one evening before attending the exercise session. Her
VIP sessions were long because she often applied the trial-and-error strategy when
solving the programming problems, which is a time-consuming process.
Figure 6 illustrates how the use of VIP developed in Liisa‘s story. She started
working with VIP straight away, so the introductory use of VIP phase did not appear
in her use story. She was a persistent user of VIP, despite the fact that she did not seem
to concentrate on using the visualization features even if she claimed they were useful.

6.2.1 Liisa’s Progressive Use of VIP
In the first half of her use story Liisa mainly followed the lecturer‘s instructions on VIP
usage in weekly pre-assignments, but tested some other options of using VIP to some
extent as well. The phase was identified as progressive use of VIP since even though
Liisa‘s personal manners were not very strong, she did seem to be doing some testing to
develop them.
She was learning to use the control buttons of VIP when she used the tool to
learn programming. She tried adjusting the speed to be able to follow the visualization
and performed some actions to test the controls a couple of times, but mostly, she
concentrated on programming, applying the trial-and-error strategy.
In the first two sessions, Liisa did not show high commitment to visualization
but did so in the third and fourth sessions. This differentiated this phase from the
routine use of VIP phase that followed in her use story. Liisa‘s behaviour in sessions
three and four are discussed below.
In the first part of the assignment in Liisa‘s third VIP session, she needed to
explain what the initial version of the program code does in Finnish. Remarkably, Liisa
started the program execution slowly and looked at it multiple times. We assumed that
she executed it slower than usual because she wanted to answer the question about the
program code. The trial-and-error strategy emerged again as she started to modify the
program. The second part of the assignment was to modify the code, so we assumed that
the trial-and-error strategy was related to this part of the assignment. After this session,
she stated in the questionnaire that VIP was useful for her:
Liisa: Using VIP, I can understand how the program works and why it works
correctly or incorrectly.
The first part of the comment seems to be related to the initial part of the assignment, a
purpose of which was to explain how the program works; the latter part, however, gives
an impression that she also found VIP to be useful during the trial-and-error strategy,
working on the second part of the assignment.
The only time when Liisa used VIP for some purpose other than preassignments was in her fourth VIP session, when she revised the course materials before
the exam. This was also the only session in which she had constant high commitment to
visualization. She executed multiple example programs in VIP using both the run and
step functions and followed the execution carefully almost all the time. In this session
she did not try to modify the programs so the trial-and-error strategy did not emerge.
It seems that in Liisa‘s normal VIP sessions the trial-and-error strategy
prevented Liisa from following the visualizations carefully. Whenever her purpose was
just to check whether the code adjustment worked, her motivation to follow how the
execution proceeded was quite low. Therefore, when using VIP for other kinds of tasks,
Liisa achieved high commitment to visualization. This demonstrated a certain
development of using VIP in the first half of Liisa‘s use story.
6.2.2 Liisa’s Routine Use of VIP
In the second half of Liisa‘s use story, the same forms of using VIP in every session
begin to appear. She used only the run function when executing her programs and speed
changes were very rare. In some sessions there was only one change of speed, and it
usually meant turning it up. There were sessions in which she executed her program
almost only with the maximum speed. In such cases, it was obvious that she was not

following what was happening during the execution but was interested in the result
only. Using a normal compiler would definitely have been much faster and more
practical, thus it was doubtful whether using VIP in such a manner was of any benefit.
Next, we will provide a detailed description of one of such sessions of using
visualization. Liisa started working on her pre-assignment by executing the initial
program code with the initial speed setting of VIP; the speed was rather slow thus it was
possible to follow the execution. Then, there was a thirty-minute break during which
she wrote her assignment solution in the VIP code editor. She turned the speed up very
high, but not to the maximum, and executed her program twice, editing a bit between
the executions. She turned the speed up to the maximum before the next execution.
During the following two hours, she performed a long session of trial-and-error
programming and executed her program 24 times using the maximum speed only. This
was so fast that she basically only looked at what was printed in the end. When the
solution was finally correct, she turned the speed down and executes the final version of
her program to see whether everything worked the way it should.
The only times Liisa lowered the speed enough to follow the visualizations was
when she executed the initial program code to see how it worked and when she
confirmed that the solution was correct. Hence, paradoxically, she followed the
execution of correctly working program code only. If there was an error in the program,
it would not have been possible to use visualization to detect the error. However, each
time when answering weekly questionnaires, she chose the option ―VIP was useful.‖
6.2.3 Liisa’s Observation Session
In the observation session, Liisa‘s task was to modify a program that handled an array
of records. She chose to use VIP right in the beginning of the session. The program
stored some values in the records in the array, made some calculations with these
values, and stored the result in another position in the array. The task seemed to be
difficult for her, and it took a long time for her to accomplish writing the first version of
the solution. Thus, we were only able to observe her actions when she was correcting
two different errors one after the other.
She executed her solution in VIP using the run function and watched what was
happening in the screen. It appeared as if she was just sitting down and staring the
screen, so the interviewer asked what she was seeing there, and she explained:
I look at [pointing at the code window] where it [the execution] reaches. And
[pointing at the evaluation window] what it [the program] is doing.
This was an unusual way of explaining the purpose of VIP's windows since all of the
windows−not just the evaluation window−offer a different view to ―what the program is
doing‖. The comment reflects that for Liisa the evaluation window was especially
important in following the programs execution.
Liisa found an error in the program when running the solution in VIP but instead
of debugging the program in the window of VIP she moved to the code editor of VIP
and started looking at the program code to figure out how she could correct the error.
This working pattern was named Abandoning VIP. She behaved in a similar manner
when correcting both of the errors.
In the log file analysis we perceived the contradiction that Liisa did not seem to
follow the execution of the program in VIP but still claimed that VIP was useful for her
when debugging the program. The observation showed that the assumption that she was
not really following the execution was correct: she only followed until she found out
that there was an error and stopped following after that. Also her strategy of using VIP

in the observation was similar to what we detected in the log files: she repeated fast
execution of the program in VIP, detecting that there was a problem, but not knowing
the reason for it. This was only repeated twice during the observation but it was like a
start of a trial-and-error programming session.
In the observation Liisa uses only one of the working patterns. It was from the
group Unfinished use of VIP. We expected according to her log files that she was not
able to use VIP to analyze the problems of her program which she also demonstrated
here. However, the observation session did not really explain why Liisa was not using
VIP to analyze the reasons of the errors in her program. She just moved from the VIP
main window where the visualizations were exposed to the VIP code editor to think
how she could correct the error. It seems like she just never had the idea that she could
use VIP to also analyze the reason for the error.
6.3

Concluding Remarks

When following Tomi‘s and Liisa‘s stories of using VIP in the long term, it is easy to
notice that their developments were quite opposite. Tomi was both developing his
personal manners of using VIP and learning to be more fluent with its use whereas Liisa
kept repeating the same use purposes of VIP with the same inflexible settings of the
tool. Tomi was able to use VIP very fluently to follow and analyze the execution of his
program. However, he did not work this way all the time. Liisa instead was mainly
using VIP as a convenient way of tracing the values of variables via the evaluation
window and very rarely used the visualization capabilities of VIP. These aspects of the
stories are further analyzed in the following section where we interpret the results of
this empirical study.
7

Interpretation with Activity Theory

In the Sections 4−6, we presented our results that capture general characteristics of how
eight students engaged with VIP during an introductory programming course. In order
to deepen our insights into understanding these eight students‘ VIP engagement and to
generalize these results, we will interpret our results further in this section. For this
purpose, we propose utilizing Activity Theory (AT) as a general framework for
understanding the cognitive processes involved in supporting learning with program
visualizations. Stemming from the work of Vygotsky (1978) in the 1920s, AT has been
very influential in human-computer interaction as the focus in this field of research has
shifted towards activities of people using technology over the past twenty years. It has
also been used in education research, for example by Lim and Hang (2003), Blin and
Munro (2008), and Karasavvidis (2009), but it is practically unnoticed in computer
science education (apart from Berglund (2005)) and unknown in the field of program
visualization tools for educational purposes. AT provides different concepts that
describe how individuals interact with the environment through the use of tools or social
entities that mediate the corresponding interaction and engagement.
In the next subsection, we introduce AT and its main concepts. Then, in
Subsection 7.2, we will interpret our results with the introduced concepts. In Subsection
7.3, we will suggest hypotheses about student engagement with program visualization
software for learning programming.

7.1

Activity Theory

Activity Theory (sometimes called Cultural-Historical Activity Theory) is a
psychological theory about the relationships between human beings and their goaldirected activities. The theory has its roots in Russian cultural-historical psychology
from the 1920‘s by Vygotsky, and was developed further by Leontiev and others in the
following decades, see for instance Engestrom (1990); Bødker (1989); Kaptelinin and
Nardi (2006). There are many similar theories that have been elaborated over the last
three decades that have built on these historical foundations that go by the names
―situated learning‖ (Lave and Wenger, 1991), ―sociocultural learning‖ (Rogoff, 2003;
Wertsch, 1993), ―distributed cognition‖ (Salomon, 1993), among others. For our
purposes in this paper, we focus mostly on the basic introduction to AT in HumanComputer-Interaction provided by Kaptelinin and Nardi (2006).
7.1.1 Mediated Activities
AT emerges from the assumption that people are goal-directed and that it is through
activities that individuals try to achieve their goals. Though some activities are ―visible‖
like walking or dancing, others are ―invisible‖ because they happen inside the body like
thinking or reasoning. With regard to this, AT differentiates between internal and
external activities. The traditional cognitivist notion of mental processes corresponds to
what is referred as internal activity in AT. AT emphasizes that internal and external
activities are highly connected to each other and cannot be analyzed separately or in
isolation from each other.
According to AT, internal and external activities carried out by individuals are
mediated by signs and tools that influence individuals‘ relationships with the world. AT
posits that an individual interacts with the environment not directly but by using tools
that are meaningful and supportive for the incorporated activities. Language, algebraic
notations, and maps are classical examples of such ―signs and tools,‖ as are many
physical objects such as hammers, coffee machines, or scissors (Kaptelinin and Nardi,
2006, p. 42ff).
Saying that activity is mediated makes the assumption that action cannot be
separated from the milieu in which it is carried out (Wertsch, 1993, p. 18). For example,
pencil and paper, an abacus, and an electronic calculator all are different tools for
summing a set of numbers. The related external activities with these tools are different
as are the internal activities which are inextricably bound to the particular tool a person
chooses to use for summing numbers. Internal activities or mental processes are derived
from external activities, and both are mediated by tools. As Kaptelinin and Nardi point
out, ‖[t]he structure of a tool itself, as well as learning how to use a tool, changes the
structure of human interaction with the world‖ (Kaptelinin and Nardi, 2006, p. 56).
Signs and tools, then, are not incidental to activity, nor do they simply enable it. Rather,
they are inseparable from activity, serving as the point of contact between person and
world.
7.1.2 Internalization
Tools mediate activities because they include specific knowledge and skills for using
them. For example, the specific form of a hammer embeds knowledge about the
ergonomic properties of the human body as well as physical properties of the external

world, such as force and momentum. Nailing activities that are mediated by a hammer
will be shaped through the tool‘s incorporated knowledge and skills. In other words, our
understanding of nailing and how to accomplish this activity was mediated by the
hammer when we learned to use this tool.
Internal–External Dimension
The process of mediating an activity by a tool is called internalization, and this relates
to both mediated internal as well as external activities. In the process of internalization,
the tool‘s embodied knowledge, concepts and understandings are internalized into a
person‘s activities. Let‘s consider for example the task of finding the way in a new city
using a map. In the beginning, the mediation is highly visible because it incorporates
first the external activity of looking at the map, reading its symbols and pictures, and
connecting this information to the environment of the city. This is what Vygotsky
distinguishes as external mediation (and the tool‘s function as external mediator): the
map mediates an individual‘s external and internal activities. After a while when a
person internalized the map‘s concepts, he or she will stop to use the map and does not
practice the external activities with this tool anymore. He or she will be able to move
through the city due to the internalized concepts and understanding developed through
external mediation by the map. But his or her internal activities will still remain
mediated because they have been mediated by the map and through the external
activities. This is what Vygotsky distinguishes as internal mediation (and the tool‘s
function as internal mediator). In summary, a tool mediates internal and external
activities in the process of internalization (Kaptelinin and Nardi, 2006, p. 43ff).
Individual–Social Dimension
Mediation includes not only the introduced internal-external dimension; tools, which
mediate activities, do not simply arise de novo in the hands and minds of individual
actors. Rather, they are provided to individuals by the surrounding culture, accreting
over time and, passed from one generation to the next. Therefore, tools represent
socially distributed cultural entities that implicitly embed collective knowledge of their
use in context. Cultural practices of tool use evolve in tandem with the evolution of the
tool. For example, just as the materials and form of hammers have evolved over time
(Basalla, 1989), so have hammer-mediated activities changed; if the tool changes, so
must its use.
According to Vygotsky, an individual typically first performs a particular toolmediated activity in collaboration with or guided by others that already have certain
tool-using skills. With gained experience, the individual transforms activities from what
was initially social to one that are performed individually (Vygotsky, 1978). This is an
active transaction from the social to the individual dimension of activity, which is part
of the internalization process, as well.
7.1.3 Automatization
So far, we have discussed the roles activities play in the processes of mediation and
internalization. In this subsection, we will focus on activities themselves. In a further
development of AT, Leontiev (1981) introduced a conceptualization of ―activity‖ itself

distinguishing it as a composition of actions and operations (Kaptelinin and Nardi,
2006, p. 62ff). In this hierarchical conceptualization, activities are on the highest level,
include a person‘s motive, and are composed of actions. An action has a specific goal a
person wants to accomplish and of which he or she is consciously aware of. Every
action consists of operations that are automated steps that occur unconsciously:
‖Operations are sensorimotor units that a human being performs in a specific situation,
without consciously thinking of them, to perform the actions that he or she is
consciously aware of‖ (Bødker, 1989, p. 177). In the context of learning programming,
a student‘s activity might involve solving a weekly programming assignment because
he or she wants to pass the final exam and is also interested in programming. This
activity would contain many different actions. Related to debugging a program code, an
action might be finding an input that makes the program behave in an incorrect way;
meanwhile, operations might include pressing a certain button in the user interface of
the programming environment.
In the beginning, every operation is an action performed very consciously. By
practicing a certain action long enough, a conscious action transforms into an operation
which, in AT, is called automatization. Bødker (1989) describes the learning process of
handling actions and activities with regard to Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986). According to
the latter, a novice student will focus consciously on actions and being aware of every
little step he or she performs. It might be difficult in this stage to distinguish the
different actions, their goals and how they are connected to each other and the overall
activity and its motive. In the next steps, a more advanced student ―moves from a set of
situation-specific operations based on situation-specific practical experience to a wider
variety of operations‖ (Bødker, 1989, p. 179). In time, first low-level actions transform
to automated operations and higher-level actions are performed. Finally, the expert
student ―can conduct the activity operationally with very high-level actions‖.
In the next sections, we will relate the introduced AT concepts with learning
programming and the results of our study presented in the last three sections.
7.2

Interpretation of the Results with AT

With regard to Activity Theory, learning programming in an introductory programming
course at TUT represents a specific world where our students interact and where their
activities take place. This world includes not only the environment like the classroom or
the library, but specifically the interaction with other individuals that are met in this
world such as professors, teaching assistants, or other students. The specified goals
would be for example regularly attending the programming course, doing programming
assignments or homework, as well as passing tests or exams (see Section 3.1).
The results described in the previous sections contain four use phases and four
groups of working patterns. How can we understand them, the students‘ engagement
with VIP using AT? In a further process of interpretation, we became aware that every
piece of our results might be representing different aspects or stages of an
internalization process where VIP can be understood as a tool that mediates students‘
activities and actions of learning programming. In the next subsections, we will explain
this interpretation, relating our results to the introduced concepts of AT.

7.2.1 The Process of Internalization in the Working Patterns
The grouping of the working patterns presented in Section 4.3 emphasizes the different
levels of visualization engagement we observed in the patterns and gives an overall
understanding of the different ways students can take advantage of visualizations.
Looking at these four groups from the perspective of AT, we interpret them as different
stages of using VIP as a mediator.
The group Using VIP fully covers patterns where students execute their program
in VIP following the visualizations during the program execution (example in Section
4.1.1). Here, the students use all control functions of VIP and multiple different
windows. Students analyze the program behaviour, exploiting the visualizations
carefully and intensively. This helps them to understand the behaviour of their program
as well as the programming concepts involved. These observable, external activities are
clearly mediated by VIP and its visualizations. According to AT, we can therefore
assume that the corresponding internal activities were mediated by these external
activities and VIP, as well.
The group No need for VIP captures the situation where the students are able to
create a correct program and do not need any support from VIP. They are able to
understand what happens during the run of their program without using VIP. We know
that these students were using VIP intensively earlier; therefore we can assume that they
reached here another stage of the internalization. Since they do not need VIP anymore
as an external mediator, we assume that VIP‘s visualizations became part of their
internal activities. Internalized visualizations might still guide their programming
activities, but external engagement with the tool is not needed anymore.
The group Unfinished use of VIP captures the situation where the students are
unable to use VIP‘s visualizations to support them in accomplishing the programming
task. Altogether, the students showed no real interaction with the visualizations. We
interpret this as a stage where VIP‘s visualizations do not function as an external
mediator of the students‘ programming activities for some reason. In comparison to the
group No need for VIP, there can also be no internal mediation since the programming
problem is left unsolved.
The group Using VIP partly covers patterns where the students incorporate a
limited set of VIP‘s functions. The students can, for instance, exploit only the static
presentations of the visualizations (example in Section 4.1.2) or perform superficial
output analysis using VIP just like any other programming environment that executes a
program and displays its output. Can we assume that these programming activities are
mediated by VIP? The students are able to analyze their program, so it is possible that
VIP mediates their internal activities in some way. But, the students show a limited
amount of external activities mediated with VIP. One explanation could be that this
group of patterns captured only the beginning of the internalization process. However, it
is also possible that it represents fruitless approaches for possible further internalization.
An obvious interpretation of this group is not possible based on our results and must,
therefore, be left as future work.

Group
No need for VIP
Using VIP fully
Using VIP partly
Unfinished use of VIP

Stage of internalization
Internal mediation: no external activity nor the tool is
needed
Internal and external mediation: external activity and
visualizations mediate internal activities
Beginning of mediation: remains open
No mediation

Table 3 Interpretation of working pattern groups using the concept of internalization.

In Table 3, we summarize our interpretation: the different groups correspond to
different stages of the internalization process.
7.2.2 The Processes of Automatization and Internalization in the Use Phases
The four phases presented in Section 4.3 describe certain developments in students‘
long-term engagements with VIP. This development could start with introductory use
of VIP and become more intensive in the progressive use of VIP. The creative use of
VIP represented the strongest personal development in the engagement with VIP, while
routine use of VIP indicated that the use of VIP continued despite the engagement with
the visualization not being strong. We interpreted these four phases as different stages
of the automatization process. We also see here further indications for the
internalization process, specially related to the social–individual dimension of activities.
We will explain this in detail below.
The Process of Automatization
In the introductory use of VIP phase, a student‘s goal is to get to know the user
interface of VIP and its components. Moving to the next use phases of VIP, the
student‘s goal focuses on solving programming tasks. By that time, the fluency of using
VIP‘s controls improves, even if the goals stay the same. This could be interpreted as an
automatization process. Tomi‘s story gives an example of a successful automatization
process. In the beginning, he was only using the step-function for executing his
programs. Then, he switched to only using the run-function and testing its speed
settings. As he reached the phase creative use of VIP, the use of VIP controls had
become fluent for him and he was switching between the run and the step buttons and
changing the speed of the program execution in order to observe exactly those parts of
the code he was interested in. We interpreted that the first actions with VIP are
transformed to operations. Liisa‘s story, on the contrary, exemplifies a case where
automatization did not occur. She did not even try to use the VIP control settings to
support her programming activity with the visualizations in the later part of her use
story. Non-automated use of the control-functions is difficult when focusing on the
same time on the execution of a larger program.
In Liisa‘s story, we can find two possible reasons for the delayed automatization
process. First, she had not paid special attention to learn how to use the controls as there
was no introductory use of VIP phase in her story. Second, she worked using the trial
and error strategy mainly and thus did not particularly concentrate on the visualizations.
These circumstances did not support or encourage her to practice the use of the controls.

Therefore, the automatization of low-level actions with VIP seems to be an important
basis for the benefit of using VIP and the internalization process involved.
The Process of Internalization
In their first VIP sessions, the students mainly followed the instructions of the lecturer,
who set the direction of the use session explaining why and how VIP should be used.
However, the responsibility to accomplish this was left to the student. Here, some
students rapidly transformed the activity introduced by the teacher to individual forms
of using VIP. Tomi‘s story is an example: first, he looked at the assignment set up in
VIP but decided not to work on it in VIP, then he developed new use purposes for VIP
which he found more interesting than those recommended by the instructor. The
progressive and creative use of VIP together represent a development where students
move from first interactions with VIP being instructed by the teacher towards individual
activities. Other students used VIP without experimenting, and their activities remained
the same as those introduced by the teacher; they did not transform into individual
activities. Liisa‘s story exemplifies this. The routine use of VIP is like the counterpart
of the development in the progressive and creative use of VIP.
With regard to the individual–collective dimension of activities, some of the
students transformed the introduced collective activity into an individual activity,
indicating that they passed the process of internalization. The concept high commitment
to the visualizations captures an engagement with VIP where students execute their
program very slowly following the visualizations carefully. We can interpret this action
as being mediated by VIP. As explained in Subsection 5.3.1, this concept occured
mainly in the Creative use of VIP phase. This conforms to the idea that students were
going through the process of internalization during their use stories when they shifted
towards individual activities with VIP.
7.2.3 Discussion of the Interpretation
With regard to what was presented in the last two subsections, we interpret that Tomi
was able to use VIP as a mediator while Liisa, instead, only used VIP as a compiler.
The most interesting question is why some students were able to use VIP as mediator
and enter the process of internalization and others were not?
Using Tomi and Liisa as an example, we can argue that these two students were
at different stages of the internalization process. Tomi had proceeded to the phase
Creative Use of VIP where he used VIP according to his own needs in learning and
designed his own use purposes. VIP was an external mediator for him, and he was able
to use the working patterns from the group Using VIP fully. On the contrary, Liisa did
not develop such a beneficial way of using VIP and ended up in the phase Routine Use
of VIP using working patterns from the group No mediation. We argue that her
internalization process of VIP was delayed exactly like her automatization process was
delayed.
One possible reason for Tomi‘s success and Liisa‘s failure to enter the
internalization process could be the stimulating influence of the automatization process
of the VIP control functions. In the beginning of the use story, Tomi performed an
introductory use of VIP phase whereas Liisa did not. Effort dedicated to learning the
basic uses of the tool could pay back later in the ease of concentrating on what is
essential−in this case the internalization process.

An additional explanatory factor for the divergent behaviour of these two
students could be their gender. Jones et al. (2000) reported that female students tend to
carefully follow teachers directions when using science equipment and tools. They
found that female students play and tinker only little with the distributed material.
Instead male students use tools in inventive and exploratory ways. Similar behaviour
has also been detected when studying the use of software tools (Burnett et al., 2011) and
programmers‘ debugging behaviour (Beckwith et al., 2006). Playing and tinkering
around may represent important factors for action automatization and individual forms
of engagement, which both are first steps toward higher-level actions and
internalization.
Another interesting question is why Tomi did not use VIP as a mediator the
entire time. His VIP log file and the beginning of the observation session clearly show
that he was able to use VIP as a mediator but in the end of the observation he did not do
it anymore. It seems that being able to use VIP as an external mediator does not
guarantee that one will do so constantly. We see this as an understandable occurrence.
There are multiple external factors that influence the learning situation and can distract
the learner. In such a case, the student might end up using a working pattern from the
group No mediation even if he/she was also able to use the working patterns from the
higher levels of the grouping.
It is also noteworthy that this interpretation only explicates how students
engaged with VIP when learning programming. We do not claim that using VIP makes
learning programming effective. For example, it is obvious that the behaviour described
in the group Using VIP partly demonstrates an inefficient way of using the visualization
tool. Still, it does not have to be an inefficient way of learning programming. Working
with VIP this way can still lead to positive learning results even if the visualizations are
neglected. After all, the most important goal is that the students learn programming, not
that they use the visualizations.
7.3

Hypotheses about Student Engagement with Program Visualizations

In this section, we will help to summarize the results‘ interpretation with AT by
presenting two research hypotheses and will provide a discussion of the implications for
further research in the field of program visualizations in education.
7.3.1 The Educational Effectiveness of a Visualization Tool
Our empirical results support the interpretation that a program visualization tool can be
seen as a tool that mediates students‘ programming activities. AT lends support to the
view that the mediator is advantageous for its user only during the process of
internalization. When internalization occurs, students are able to perform programming
activities without the tool because it has become an internal mediator and is not
physically needed anymore. This leads to our first hypothesis:
The visualization tool is educationally effective mostly during the
process of internalization when serving as a mediator for students’
programming activities.
According to our hypothesis, the real benefit of visualizations occurs during
internalization when visualizations are internalized to the student‘s mental model of

programming concepts, requiring no further use of the physical tool. This leads to a
possible explanation of why students do not use visualization tools although their
educational impact has been proven in research studies. The students that have already
gone through the internalization process do not need the visualization tool as a mediator
anymore so it is natural that they do not use it. In addition, for some students it is
possible that the internalization process with the tool has not been stimulated enough
and they tend to use the tool only from time to time, not knowing how to support their
programming activities with it.
This was also the answer to our second research question. The students benefited
from using the visualization tool during the internalization when the tool served as a
mediator for students‘ programming activities.
To date, many research studies about the educational effectiveness of program
visualization tools focus on students‘ performance at the end of a certain time period
when students were supported using a tool for programming activities. In such studies,
students were probably more stimulated in using the visualizations than in normal
programming courses. As a consequence, more students might have entered the
internalization process which would explain the tested educational impact of the tool in
these studies. Also, there are studies investigating the educational effectiveness of
program visualization tools in a single use session as a part of a controlled experiment.
Such research setup totally neglects the long-term nature of the internalization process.
Considering the students‘ current stage of the internalization process can be helpful in
better understanding the ―markedly mixed‖ results of such studies. Future research
studies should take the characteristics of the internalization process into account when
investigating and testing the benefit of a visualization tool. Vygotsky also introduced a
method called double stimulation (Kaptelinin and Nardi, 2006, p. 43-45) and the
concept of the zone of proximal development (Kaptelinin and Nardi, 2006, p. 48ff) both
offering potential alternative research approaches for studying the use of visualizations
in the future.
7.3.2 Possible Reasons behind the Internalization Process
Our empirical results support the view that the use phase Creative use of VIP captures
students‘ programming activities and actions that were mediated by the visualizations.
We can even say that this use phase was the central stage of students‘ internalization
process. In this use phase, students achieved a high commitment to the visualizations
and used the working patterns from the group Using VIP fully.
In order to reach the Creative use of VIP, students must master the control
functions of the visualization tool and developing personal manners of interacting with
the tool. This leads to our second hypothesis:
To be able to achieve a stage where the process of internalization
is possible, students must first engage with the visualization tool
deep enough in order to automatize lower-level actions with the
tool and second, transform collective activities of using the tool to
individual interaction with the visualizations.
This hypothesis suggests directions in course setup and instructions on how
visualization tools should be incorporated into teaching programming.







Surely, it is not enough to introduce the visualization tool once and suppose the
students will use it for the rest of the course. Instead, the visualization tool
should be promoted by the teacher more intensively over a longer period of time
in order to allow enough time for the automatization and internalization
processes to happen. Also, using different kinds of visualization tools or
materials for each topic discussed in a programming course is not the same as
using one tool for a longer period. That would mean that the students had to go
through the internalization process with each of the tools to engage with them.
Students should be encouraged to tinker and play with a visualization tool
instead of just following the teacher‘s instructions on how to use the tool for a
concrete programming assignment. This would help students discover their
personal preferences on using the tool and, thus, stimulate the transformation to
the individual from the collective activity.
To help also the students who do not tend to tinker, mediation should be
stimulated with various types of activities and actions addressing different
learning types among students. For example, the assignment of explaining what
happens during program execution lead Liisa to experience the high
commitment to the visualization when using VIP. Her activities with VIP would
have probably been more successful with the stimulation of a cascade of such
assignments because experiencing the high commitment to the visualization in
multiple VIP sessions could have lead her to enter the internalization process.

These possible recommendations for teaching programming with visualization tools
show that the tool must be treated like any other teaching material. It must be carefully
integrated in the course to provide students an environment where the tool‘s role as a
mediator is volitionally incorporated.
7.3.3 Relating the Interpretation to Other Work on Visualizations
When looking at previous work carried out on visualizations (see Section 2.2), we can
find multiple possible connections to our interpretation stating that a program
visualization tool can be understood as a tool that mediates students‘ activities and
actions when they learn programming.
Moreno and Joy (2006) conclude that students had difficulties in understanding
the Jeliot 3 animations. They reason that ―The transfer of knowledge from the tool to
the student is not successful. Even students who have been explicitly explained the
meaning of the animations have problems understanding or applying this later.‖ This
reasoning relies on different kind of understanding of learning than the constructivist
learning theory we have used as our conceptual framework. Looking at the phenomenon
from the AT‘s point of view, we could also explain that when cognitively constructing
their individual programming concepts and skills, the students failed to use the
visualization tool as a mediator. Explicitly explaining the meaning of the animations for
the students once is not enough to replace the internalization process. Thus, the students
failed to use the tool as a mediator.
Lattu et al. (2000) reported that ―Jeliot is especially suitable for beginners‖ and
that the students ―did not see the visualization relevant for more advanced
programmers.‖ We can use the internalization process as a possible explanation for this
phenomenon too. According to our interpretation, the benefit of using visualizations
occurs during the process of internalization. If we interpret that the beginners were at
the state of going through the internalization process whereas the more advanced

programmers had already passed it, that explains why the beginners benefited from the
use of the visualizations and the more advanced programmers would not benefit from
using it.
Kannusmäki et al. (2004) conclude that ―students are very sensitive about
changing the tool they have used‖. We already handled this topic when discussing our
second hypothesis. Starting to use a new tool always means going through the process
of internalization again. Previous experience of using a similar tool of course helps
getting started since learning is a constructive process. Nevertheless, similarly to the
explanation of the results by Moreno and Joy (2006), the internalization process cannot
be simply replaced by an outsider‘s explanation of what the visualizations mean.
It appears that AT also gives new insights into the previous work carried out on
visualizations. This supports our interpretation and gives reason to assume that it could
also be applicable in the wider visualization research.
8

Conclusions

We applied qualitative analysis methodologies to reveal how students voluntarily and
regularly engaged with the visualization tool VIP on their own in the long term. The
results are working patterns that describe the use in single use situations and phases that
describe the use in the long term. These empirical results were further interpreted using
AT as a framework. Based in the interpretation, we propose two research hypotheses
that constitute the first step of building a theory about how students engage with
visualizations. The theory building is left as future work, but the raw research
hypotheses already set guidelines for future research on visualizations and teaching with
visualizations. Literature related to AT proposes possible methodologies for studying
the internalization process of the visualization tools further. For example, the double
stimulation method introduced by Vygotsky (Kaptelinin and Nardi, 2006, p. 43-45)
could be used for verifying the research hypotheses in the future. Also other smaller
topics for further investigation arose during the interpretation; the third row in Table 3
summarizes behaviour whose exact explanation was not covered here.
The research question 1 concerning how students engaged with VIP in the long
term was answered by the working patterns and the use phases. The working patterns
describe the forms of the engagement on the level of one use session of VIP, and the
phases show possible different developments of the engagement during a whole
programming course. The research question 2 regarding how students benefited from
the use of VIP was answered by our research hypotheses. The main message
encapsulated is that the students‘ engagement with the visualization tool and the benefit
they gained from using it are interrelated with using the tool as a mediator during the
internalization process of programming concepts.
The aim of this study was to map the territory and hence the research questions
were open. As a result, this study became an eye-opener for the researcher and teacher
of the programming course (author Isohanni). A true understanding on how students
work on their own is valuable for a teacher. In this case, the teacher expected that the
frequent, voluntary users of VIP would use it pretty much as instructed in the lecture
since that seemed to be the only beneficial way to use the tool. Surprisingly, it turned
out that even the frequent users of VIP have impractical working patterns like Static
debugging in VIP and Abandoning VIP, and use VIP incoherently like during the phase
Routine use of VIP. Being an expert in programming, it is easy for the teacher to
neglect the novice programmers‘ difficulties with the tools. Descriptive studies, like this
one, reveal the reality of learning programming, and the theory connection of the study

gives a strong basis for the findings so they can also be useful for understanding similar
phenomena in other circumstances.
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